NEW YORK, NY-September 10, 2012 – The Friends of Benchmarking, led by Jack S. Nyman, Executive Director, The Steven L. Newman Real Estate Institute and Nancy E. Anderson, Executive Director, The Sallan Foundation, has a mission to discuss and define the public usefulness of the benchmark data and New York City’s mandatory Annual Benchmarking Report. The recommendations of the FOB were developed into a white paper and provided to the Mayor’s Office of Long Term Planning and Sustainability. FOB participants are engaged in NYC's energy efficiency campaign and are in a strategic position to provide recommendations about this program.

Since the Benchmarking Law relies on the value of data disclosure and public access to information, accountability and accuracy are important to the success of the Benchmarking Law. However, the legal requirements to gather and report on building energy use data are seen as cumbersome and costly by some property owners and industry groups. Since the group’s origination, FOB members have questioned what can add significant value and increase public demand for a forward thinking and analytic annual report while easing the task of compliance.

Many find the Portfolio Manager Reporting Software to be awkward and difficult to learn. It does not require reporting on important metrics like load shape, although Energy Use Intensity (EUI) data has meaning even without load shape information. The current Portfolio Manager score should be seen as a useful starting point for making user-friendly building-to-building comparisons. While demand-response program participants receive interval electric meters, in campus-type facilities and individual buildings may not be separately metered. This adds to the reporting challenge. In addition, in direct-metered buildings, the Aggregation Report from Con Edison was somewhat difficult to use for many.

In August 2012, roughly one year from its inception, the FOB released its First Year White Paper. To date, three media sources have released articles about the first annual white paper. These include the following:

- A Columbia Law blog was written by Friends of Benchmarking participant Cullen Howe. See: http://blogs.law.columbia.edu/greenbuildinglaw/2012/08/30/white-paper-released-recommending-improvements-for-new-york-citiseys-benchmarking-law/


To access the full report, go to: http://www.sallan.org/pdf-docs/FOB_year1whitepaper_082712.pdf
The FOB and their activities are endorsed and generously supported by the following:

Arnold & Porter – Cullen Howe

Bright Power and Energy ScoreCards – Jeff Perlman Community Environmental Center – Kathy Careddu

Environmental Defense Fund – Elizabeth Stein

Federation of New York Housing Cooperatives and Condominiums – Gregory J. Carlson

Goldman|Copeland Associates – Charles Copeland Institute for Market Transformation – Cliff Majersik

IntelliGreen Partners – Valerie Corbett


Tactical Aesthetics – Victoria Anstead

Terrapin Bright Green – Chris Garvin

Urban Green Council – Russell Unger

To visit the Steven L. Newman Real Estate Institute website, go to: http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/realestate

###

Baruch College is a senior college in the City University of New York (CUNY) with a total enrollment of more than 17,000 students, who represent 160 countries and speak more than 100 languages. Ranked among the top 15% of U.S. colleges and the No. 3 public regional university, Baruch College is regularly recognized as among the most ethnically diverse colleges in the country. The Steven L. Newman Real Estate Institute offers education and research opportunities to address the needs of the real estate industry. Through professional education courses, the Institute trains current practitioners and the next generation of real estate professionals, helping them succeed in, and contribute to, an evolving marketplace. As Executive Director of the Steven L. Newman Real Estate Institute, Jack S. Nyman leads strategic planning and partnering; guides education programs, research, publishing, and public events; and manages operations. Under his direction, the Institute hosts dynamic public events for industry experts to share their knowledge and advance thinking in the field. Individuals, companies, nonprofit organizations, and public agencies all benefit from the programs offered by the Institute.